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1 IntroductionIt has been known for some time that damage such as cracks, corrosions, and de-laminations in a structure produces changes in mass, sti�ness, damping and othercharacteristics and material parameters in dynamic response models for the structure.Our focus in this paper is the development of vibration response ideas for piezoce-ramic based smart material structures in which self-testing nondestructive evaluation(NDE) techniques may be employed. There are several ways to formulate and analyzeconcepts and questions related to this quest. One could use the co-called \method-of-maps" as done in the thermal based tomography techniques of [BK1, BK2, BKW]wherein the damaged physical domain (the damaged beam, plate, elastic structure)is mapped into a regular domain on which dynamic equations with damage depen-dent coe�cients must hold. An alternative technique involves direct estimation ofthe irregular damaged domain (i.e., structures with holes, cracks, corrosions, etc.) onwhich the usual dynamic equations hold.The approach we take here is, strictly speaking, neither of the above, but it ismore in the spirit of the latter one; we attempt to estimate damage-related changes inactual physical parameters (sti�ness, damping) based on changes in physical geometryand characteristics.Most of the previous e�orts in the substantial literature on vibration relateddamage detection are based on modal methods (e.g. [ABB, AC, ACPS, CR, IC,S]). The basis for such methods is that damage produces a decrease in dynamicsti�ness EI. This decrease in turn produces decreases in natural frequencies for anundamped simple beam (recall the eigenvalues are given by � � qEI=�A where A isthe cross sectional area of the beam and � is the mass density). While modal basedmethods may have certain advantages (e.g., they are simple if they do work, they canbe used in development of rank-ordering of fractional eigenfrequency shift schemesthat are reportedly insensitive to the magnitude of the damage[ABB]), modal basedmethods possess a number of major disadvantages. First of all, some of the modalbased method investigations (e.g. [CR]) provide a strong argument for includinggeometry of the damage in any NDE testing scheme, something which is not easilydone in frequency based methods. Indeed, mode and frequency charaterizations arenot so simple in variable structure systems; there is ample evidence (e.g. see [S]) thatone should not use modal methods based on uniform undamped simple beams orplates as is often done in the engineering literature in addressing damage assessmentmethodologies. Since material parameters are most properly considered as spatiallydependent quantities with damage manifested by changes in geometry (and hence in1



the spatial dependence of these parameters), it is unlikely that any rigorous theoreticalbasis for modal based methods for variable material structures will emerge. Butperhaps the most serious objection to modal based methods resides in the fact thatmodal based methods have been shown to be highly unreliable (indeed inadequate!- see [BI] and the references therein) for estimation of variable material parameterssuch as damping in composite material structures.In light of the above comments, a question of rather great interest then is: canone develop analytically sound, non-modal based self-excitation/self-sensing meth-ods for detection and characterization (geometrical and quantitative) of damage insmart material structures? Here we address this question in the context of embeddedpiezoceramic structures.For an embedded piezoceramics smart material damage detection and charac-terization methodology, there are several distinct requirements. These include:(a) One must be able to estimate reliably (repeatable across experiments) the vari-able structure material parameters of a piezoceramic loaded structure. Thismust be done using piezo actuation and sensing with accuracy comparable tothat achievable with standard actuating (impulse hammers, solenoidal actua-tors) and sensing (accelerometers, strain gauges, laser vibrometers) devices innon-smart material testing schemes.(b) One must be able to use the actuation and sensing properties of the piezoce-ramics to excite the structure and analyze the response (in a single experiment)for a reliable methodology that is the basis of self-excitation/self-sensing.(c) One must be able to detect and characterize damage via vibration self-excitation/self-sensing that relies only on the input/output signals for the piezoceramics.In this paper we address each of these requirements in the context of a piezoce-ramic loaded beam. This particular structure is su�ciently representative to make acompelling case for feasibility of the ideas we propose. In Section 2 below, we summa-rize a rigorous theoretical well-posedness and approximation foundation for the dis-tributed parameter identi�cation methodology that is the focus of our recent e�orts.This is followed by Section 3 in which we detail results from experiments and compu-tations that provide a favorable comparison for piezo actuating/sensing with standardmethods (requirement (a) above). We then present experimental/computational �nd-ings on self-excitation/self-sensing capabilities of piezoceramic loaded beams. These�ndings suggest that requirement (b) above can indeed be satis�ed.Finally, in Section 4 we o�er preliminary simulation �ndings on the use ofvibration experiments to detect and characterize (geometrically) the extent of several2



types of damage in a beam using piezo actuation and sensing. Experimental veri�ca-tion of these positive �ndings with regard to requirement (c) is currently underway.2 Distributed parameter identi�cation methodologyThe system we consider here is a cantilevered beam with piezoelectric ceramic patchesfor actuation and sensing. Our choice of structure is motivated by its simplicity and itsrepresentative nature. This con�guration has also been well studied by conventionalapproaches such as �nite element methods and provides a standard test bed model forcomparison. The structure and model reveal the di�culties and possibilities inherentin developing models and methods for more complex structures containing damages.We consider a cantilevered Euler-Bernoulli beam of length ` �xed at x = 0and free at x = `. The transverse vibrations y = y(t; x) are described by the system(1) �(x)@2y@t2 (t; x) +  @y@t (t; x) + @2M@x2 (t; x) = ~f (t; x) 0 < x < `; t > 0;y(t; 0) = @y@x(t; 0) = 0; M(t; `) = @M@x (t; `) = 0;where �(x) is the linear mass density,  is the coe�cient of viscous (air) damping,M(t; x) is the internal moment and ~f(t; x) represents the external loads. For a simpleEuler-Bernoulli beam with Kelvin-Voigt or strain rate damping, the internal momentis composed of two components representing resistance to bending (with coe�cientEI(x) ) and damping (with coe�cient cDI(x)):M(t; x) = EI(x)@2y@x2(t; x) + cDI(x) @3y@x2@t(t; x):(2)If piezoelectric elements are bonded to the beam in a con�guration to produce (orsense) only bending, we have an actuator contributionMp(t; x) in the form of an inputmoment (or voltage output proportional to the accumulated strain in the element).For a pair of piezoelectric actuators located between x1 and x2 on opposite sides ofthe beam excited by a voltage u(t) in an out-of-phase manner (see [BSW, CA, CFW,DFR, FC]), this moment term has the representationMp(t; x) = KBfH(x� x1)�H(x� x2)gu(t)(3)where H(x) is the Heaviside or unit step function and KB is a piezoelectric materialparameter depending on the material piezoelectric properties as well as geometry.When the moment in (3) is added to that of (2) and substituted into (1), we obtainthe model 3



(4) �@2y@t2 +  @y@t + @2@x2�EI @2y@x2 + cDI @3y@x2@t�= KB � ddx�(x� x2)� ddx�(x� x1)�u(t) + ~f (t; x)y(t; 0) = @y@x(t; 0) = 0; M(t; `) = @M@x (t; `) = 0where � is the Dirac delta function. This is formally equivalent to the equation inweak or variational form (we replace partial derivatives in time by subscript t andspace by superscript 0)(5) h�ytt + yt; �i+ hEI y00 + cDI y00t +KB(H1 �H2)u(t); �00i = h ~f (t; x); �iy(t; 0) = y0(t; 0) = 0;for su�ciently smooth functions � satisfying �(0) = �0(0) = 0. Here Hi is the shiftedHeaviside functionHi(x) = H(x�xi); i = 1; 2 and h�; �i is the usual L2 inner product.For the same con�guration, when the beam is under deformation (bending),the generated charges in terms of voltage across the piezoelectric sensors has theexpression (see [DIG])Ks Z x2x1 @2y@x2 (t; x)dx = Ks�@y@x(t; x2)� @y@x(t; x1)�where Ks is a sensor constant which is also a piezoelectric material properties andgeometry related quantity.The system (4) is a formal representation of the dynamics of a damped beamwith piezoelectric actuators. To develop computational techniques (e.g., �nite ele-ments) based on rigorous convergence arguments, it is necessary to �rst have a preciseformulation of this system.We start with an abstract formulation. Let V and H be complex Hilbertspaces satisfying V ,! H = H� ,! V � (see [W] for the construction of this Gelfandtriple), where we denote their topological duals by V � and H�, respectively. Let Qbe the admissible parameter set. The general second order system we consider hereis given by(6) h�y(t);  iV �;V + �1(q)(y(t);  ) + �2(q)( _y(t);  ) = hf(t);  iV �;V for  2 V;y(0) = y0; _y(0) = y1:Here we use h� ; �iV �;V to denote the usual [W] duality product. The term �1(q) and�2(q) are parameter dependent sesquilinear forms on V satisfying V -ellipticity and4



V -continuity conditions. That is, we assume that �1(q) and �2(q) satisfyRe�i(q)(�; �) � kij�jV ;(7) j�i(�; )j � cij�jV � j jV ; i = 1; 2(8)for ki; ci > 0; �;  2 V . Under weak assumptions on f , the system (6) has a uniquesolution.Theorem 1 If the sesquilinear forms �1 and �2 satisfy conditions (7) and (8) with�1 symmetric and f 2 L2((0; T ); V �), then, for each w0 = (y0; y1) 2 H = V � H,the initial value problem (6) has a unique solution w(t) = (y(t); _y(t)) 2 L2((0; T ); V�V ). Moreover, this solution depends continuously on f and w0 in the sense that themapping fw0; fg ! w = (y; _y) is continuous fromH�L2((0; T ); V �) to L2((0; T ); V�V ).For a detailed proof of this theorem see [BIW].Returning to our beam problem, we de�ne the sesquilinear forms by�1(q)(y; �) = hEI y00; �00iL2(9) �2(q)( _y; �) = hcDI _y00; �00iL2 + h _y; �iL2(10)with the spaces de�ned by V = H2L(0; `) = f� 2 H2(0; `) j�(0) = �0(0) = 0g andH = L2(0; `) with weighted inner product h�; �iH = h��; �iL2 . We assume throughoutthat � 2 L1(0; `) with �(x) � � for some � > 0. The term f(t) = f(t; x) is given byf(t; x) = 1�KB(H 00(x� x2)�H 00(x� x1))u(t) + 1� ~f(t; x); 0 � x; x1; x2 � `;(11)where f(t; x) belongs to the dual space (see [W]) V � = �H2L(0; `)�� (we assumethat ~f(t; x) 2 V � which is a weak assumption on ~f ). If both jEI(�)jL1 � � andjcDI(�)jL1 � � for some � > 0, then �1 and �2 are V -elliptic and continuous with�1 symmetric; hence by Theorem 1 our beam equation is well posed for f(t; x) givenby (11).The parameter estimation problems can be stated in terms of �nding param-eters which give the best �t of the parameter dependent solutions of the partialdi�erential equations to the observation data for response of the system to variousexcitations. In our case, the parameters to be estimated include beam mass den-sity �(x), sti�ness coe�cient EI(x) as well as damping parameters cDI(x),  andpiezoelectric material parameters KB; Ks. Let the collection of unknown parame-ters be denoted by q = (�(x); EI(x); cDI(x); ;KB;Ks). For given observations fzigcorresponding to measurements at times ti as obtained in most practical cases, we5



consider the least squares estimation problem of minimizing over q 2 Q the leastsquares functional J(y; z; q) = ���� ~C2� ~C1fy(ti; �; q)g � fzig�����2 ;(12)where fy(ti; �; q)g are the parameter dependent weak solutions of (4) or (6) evaluatedat each time ti; i = 1; 2; � � � ; �N and j � j is an appropriately chosen Euclidian norm.The set Q is some admissible parameter set. The operator ~C1 may have severalforms depending on the type of sensors being used. When the collected data aredisplacement, velocity, or acceleration at a point �x on the beam, we minimizeJ�(q) = �NXi=1 ����� @�y@t� (ti; �x; q)� zi)�����2 ;(13)for � = 0; 1; 2, respectively. In this case the operator ~C1 involves di�erentiation (either� = 0; 1 or 2 times, respectively) with respect to time followed by pointwise evaluationin t and x . When a piezoelectric sensor is used, the functional to be minimized isJp(q) = �NXi=1 �����Ks�@y@x(ti; x2; q)� @y@x(ti; x1; q)�� zi)�����2 ;(14)for the piezoelectric elements being located on the beam between x1 and x2. Herefzig are the measured voltages across the piezoelectric elements.The operator ~C2 may be the identity (corresponding to time domain identi-�cation procedures as in (13) and (14)) or the Fourier transform (corresponding toidenti�cation in the frequency domain). If the identi�cation is carried out in the fre-quency domain and the operator ~C2 is a Fourier transform operator, the correspondingcost functional is given byĴ(q) = �NMX̀=1 ��1 ��� fkỳ(q)� fkz̀ ���2 + �2 NX̀j=�n` j jU(kỳ + j; q)j � jZ(kz̀ + j)j j2�;(15)where U(k; q) and Z(k) are the Fourier series coe�cients of ~C1fy(ti; �x; q)g and fzigrespectively, fkỳ and fkz̀ are the (kỳ)th vibration frequency of the solution U(k; q) andthe (kz̀)th frequency of the observation data Z(k), �1; �2 are weighting constants, andn`; N` are certain lower and upper limits associated with the width (or the support)of the `th spikes. In obtaining (15), we have assumed that there are a �nite anddistinct number �NM (< �N) of \spikes", i.e. vibration frequencies, among the Z(k)and the number of spikes of the solution U(k; q) is the same as �NM . We refer to [BW]for a detailed derivation and discussion of the cost functional (15).6



The minimization in our parameter estimation problems involves an in�nitedimensional state space and an in�nite dimensional admissible parameter set (offunctions). We thus consider Galerkin type approximations in the context of thevariational formulation of (6). Let HN be a sequence of �nite dimensional subspacesof H, and QM be a sequence of �nite dimensional sets approximating the parameterset Q. We de�ne the orthogonal projections PN : H ! HN of H onto HN . Thena family of approximating estimation problems with �nite dimensional state spacesand parameter sets can be formulated by seeking q 2 QM which minimizesJN (yN ; z; q) = ���� ~C2� ~C1fyN(ti; �; q)g � fzig�����2 ;(16)where yN(t; q) 2 HN is the solution to the �nite dimensional approximation of (6)given by(17) h�yN(t);  iV �;V + �1(q)(yN(t);  ) + �2(q)( _yN(t);  ) = hf(t);  iV �;VyN(0) = PNy0; _yN(0) = PNy1;for  2 HN .For the parameter sets Q and QM , and state spaces HN , we make the followinghypotheses:(H1) The sets Q and QM lie in a metric space ~Q with metric d with Q, QM compactin this metric and there is a mapping iM : Q ! QM so that QM = iM (Q).Furthermore, for each q 2 Q; iM(q) ! q in ~Q with the convergence uniformin q 2 Q;(H2) The �nite dimensional subspaces HN satisfy HN � V as well as the approxi-mation properties: For each  2 V , j � PN jV ! 0 as N !1.In addition to (uniform in Q) ellipticity and continuity conditions (7) and (8),the sesquilinear forms �1(q) and �2(q) are assumed to be de�ned on Q and satisfy thecontinuity-with-respect-to-parameter conditionsj�i(q)(�; )� �i(~q)(�; ) j � i d(q; ~q) j�jV j jV ; i = 1; 2;(18)for �; 2 V and q; ~q 2 Q where the constants 1; 2 depend only on Q.Solving the approximate estimation problems involving (16) and (17), we ob-tain a sequence of estimates f�qN;Mg. To obtain parameter estimate convergence andcontinuous dependence (with respect to the observations fzig) results, it has beenshown in [B], [BK3] and [BWI] that it is su�ces, under the assumption that Q is acompact set, to argue that for arbitrary fqN;Mg 2 Q with qN;M ! q 2 Q, we have~C2 ~C1yN(t; qN;M)! ~C2 ~C1y(t; q)(19) 7



for each t.The following theorem and corollary establish the convergence (19) for allforms of ~C1; ~C2 that are of interest to us here.Theorem 2 Suppose that Q; QM satisfy (H1) and HN satis�es (H2). Assume thatthe sesquilinear forms �1(q) and �2(q) satisfy (7), (8), (18). Furthermore, assumethat q! f(t; q) is continuous from Q to L2((0; T ); V �):Let qN;M be arbitrary in Q such that qN;M ! q in Q; then for t > 0 as N;M !1we have @�yN@t� (t; qN;M)! @�y@t� (t; q) in V norm; for � = 0; 1; 2;where yN , _yN are the solutions to (17) and y, _y are the solutions to (6).Furthermore we haveCorollary 2.1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2, we have as N;M !1@yN@x (t; qN;M)! @y@x(t; q) in H1 norm; for t > 0;�NMX̀=1 ��1 ���� fkyN` (qN;M)� fkỳ(q)����2+ �2 NX̀j=�n` ��� jUN (kyN` + j; qN;M)j � jU(kỳ + j; q)j ���2�! 0;where UN (k; qN;M) and U(k; q) are the Fourier series coe�cients for ~C1fyN(t; qN;M)gand ~C1fy(t; q)g, respectively.The corollary follows from Theorem 2. For a detailed proof when ~C2 is the Fouriertransform see [BWI]. For the proof of Theorem 2, we refer the reader to [BWIS] forthe cases � = 0; 1 and [BR] for the case � = 2.We have outlined a framework for methods to carry out parameter identi�ca-tion for distributed parameter systems in both the time domain and the frequencydomain. The motivation for introducing a frequency domain technique is that thetime domain techniques give poor results when the observations contain several vi-bration modes and the initial guesses for parameters are not close to the optimalones ([WA]). In such a situation we use a hybrid of these two methods: we iteratein a frequency domain formulation to obtain a reasonable initial parameter estimatefor the time domain formulation which is then used to complete the identi�cationprocedure.In Theorem 2, we presented convergence results allowing approximation of theparameter set. This form of the theoretical foundation provides a sound necessarybasis for the detection and quanti�cation of damage in structures since damage a�ects8



the dynamic behavior of systems in terms of changes in the system parameters suchas � and I.In concluding this section we make further comments related to the variousallowable forms of the operator ~C1. The exibility in the choice of ~C1 and henceexibility in the choice of sensors in the above theoretical framework makes it possibleto carry out cross experiments to test the reliability of our methods. Even moreimportant, this exibility in our method enables us to use smart materials to carryout damage detection by employing only piezoelectric materials in actuating andsensing for the structure.3 Quantitative and Experimental ResultsIn implementing the computational method outlined in Section 2, we chose cubicsplines as the basis elements. The �nite dimensional space HN is de�ned as the spanof the basis set for SN3;B(0; `) (the cubic B-splines corresponding to mesh size `=N- see [P]) with the basis set modi�ed to satisfy the essential boundary conditions�(0) = �0(0) = 0. The �nite dimensional space HN constructed in this mannersatis�es hypothesis (H2) (for details see [BWIS]). The dimension of the resultingapproximation space is N + 1. For our calculations we chose N = 10, since theeigenvalues of this approximate �nite dimensional system become stable at and afterN = 10 in the sense that the eigenvalues did not change signi�cantly as N increasesbeyond 10.############ �������� ? beamPZT
Figure 3.1: Test beam with piezoceramic patches.In the numerical examples we present next, an undamaged beam with two9
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x`x2x1SpS S(x)Figure 3.2: �(x); EI(x); cDI(x) function shape S(x).attached piezoceramic patches (PZT) as shown in Figure 3.1 was used as a test struc-ture to demonstrate the consistency of identi�cation results for our computationalmethod across di�erent excitation and sensing mechanisms. To accurately model thegeometry of the structure, we assumed that the mass density, sti�ness and Kelvin-Voigt damping coe�cients are piecewise constant functions as depicted in Figure 3.2.These assumptions were subsequently veri�ed to be most reasonable. For the choiceof parameters q = (�(x); EI(x); cDI(x); ;KB;Ks), we take the parameter space ~Qto be [L1(0; `)]3� lR3, and the parameter set Q to be a uniformly bounded collectionof piecewise constant functions each having jump discontinuities at most at x1 andx2. If we choose the mapping iM as the identity, then hypothesis (H1) is satis�ed.Experiments with a test beam as depicted in Figure 3.1 were carried out at theMechanical Systems Laboratory, then located at the State University of New York atBu�alo (now at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University). The measureddimensions of the actual structure are given in Table 3.1 and the handbook valuesfor the physical characteristics of this aluminum (2024-T4) beam/piezo (G-1195 PZTceramic) structure are given in Table 3.2. In the tables the subscripts indicate thematerials: b for beam and p for piezoceramic, ` is length, w is width, t is thickness,E is the Young's modulus, and � is the mass density. The patches were bonded tothe beam on the opposite sides of the beam at the same position.The beam was clamped at x = 0. The piezoceramic patches were placedbetween x1 = 2:54cm and x2 = 8:89cm (or 100 and 3:500 respectively) on the beam.The time response data and input signal from the experimental beam were obtained10



Unit `b wb tb `p wp tpMetric 45:73cm 2:03cm 0:16cm 6:37cm 2:03cm 0:0254cmEnglish 1800 0:800 :062500 2:500 0:800 0:0100Table 3.1: Dimension of the beam and piezoceramic patch.Unit Eb �b Ep �pMetric 7:3� 106N=cm2 2:766g=cm3 6:3 � 106N=cm2 7:6g=cm3English 10:6 � 106psi 0:1`b=in3 9:148 � 106psi 0:275`b=in3Table 3.2: Characteristics of the beam and piezoceramic patch.using a Tektronix Analyzer (model 2600). For more detailed descriptions of theexperimental setup and the parameter identi�cation procedure, see [BWIS].In examining the ability of our method to estimate parameters reliably, inde-pendent of the type of excitation or sensing device used, two separate experimentswere performed. In the �rst experiment an impulse hammer was used as the inputdevice and piezoceramic patches were used as a sensor. In the second experiment,the excitation was obtained via an input voltage to the patches and observation datawas recorded from an accelerometer. At a sampling frequency of 256 Hz for 16 sec-onds, two modes (at 6.625 Hz and 38.375 Hz) were observed in the response in eachexperiment.The results (graphs comparing the model response after ID of parameters withthe experimental data) for the �rst identi�cation experiment are given in Figure 3.3.In this example, the beam was excited by an impulse force applied (via theimpulse hammer) to the beam along the neutral axis at 2:54cm(100) away from theclamped end. Then the forcing function in (11) becomes (since u � 0)f(t; x) = ~f (t; x)with ~f given by the impulse. The recorded signal exhibited a triangular shape. Thevoltages across the patches due to the beam vibrations were collected as observationdata. 11


